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Classlfleds
Classified Advertising Is located In
~arr.on Hall, Rm. 105. Open 8:30a.m.
to 4:30p.m., Monday through Friday.,
Rates are: ~o run an ad 4 days or leas
.costs15c a word· per. day; an ad pi~ceo
5 days or more coilsecutively costs9c
·a word per day.
NOON Is the deadline to place an ad
ln.nextday

. 1.

PERSONALS

CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Optical Company. 255-8736
lfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
.~94-0 17 I.
04/28.
DELIVER LUNCH, Cararro's Pizza will de!iver
sandwiches, pizza, salads to your desk at lunch tLme.
Cal\268·2300.
03/09
DORMS, IF YOU'RE HUNGRY at night .give
Cararro's Pizza a call for delivery oflts famous PIZlll,
sandwiches, and salads. 268-2300.
03/09
DO YOU SMELL a rat? .Call the LOBO News Tip
Hotline, 277·5656.
.
03/10
WHY PAY $3,25 for a movje ticket when you could
pay $2.50? ·General Cinema Corp. discount tickets
available soon.
03/JO
HELD OVER !I ' 4ACTS of Passion" will run again
March 9 & 10! 1 This is your Jast chance to see 6
provocativ.e one-acts in UNM's Experimental
Theatre. Tickets at the Fine Arts Box Office. 03/10
TERESA AT 121. It's the plain truth. You're abo.
soiUlely beautiful. Love Baptist Slim,
03/09.
GONNA BOOGIE TONITE? Ned's bas The Planets ,
for dancing until2 am.
03/09

2.

LOST&FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277p5907.
ss
REWARD FOR GOLD watch lost 2/28178. Sen·
•
03/09
timenlal value. Call268·6306.
FOUND ABSOLUTELY ADORABLE black puppy.
Since noonc has claimed her she must find a new
home soon, Call266·0252.
03/10
FOUND IN UNIVERSITY area aboUl mld·Februa'?'.
Large, male puppy. So big he may have St. Bernard. In
him. Shaggy brown, with black face. Please cla1m
him. Weekdays, 842·2380, (Mrs, Black), or 299-9452
{home).
03/22
FOUND: SET OF KEYS in Room 104 Marron Hall.
Identify and claim in Room 105 Marron Hall. 03/22
1 HAVE BEEN at UNM for 8 years and have just
realized that I'm lost. Please help me find my way.
03/09

3.

SERVICES

LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
Jfn
EXPERT TYPING, 266-4567.
03/31
QA TYPING SERVlCE. A complete typing .and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charls& tables. 345-2125.
04/2.9
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IDM select~ic) and
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appomtment.
268·8515.
tfn
TYPING EXPERIENCED. MAN_~JSCRIPTS,
buUetins, leases, appraisals. legal, medical. CaU 2664770.
03/10

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric,
OtmranLecd accuracy. Reasonable rates. 298-7147 .
03/10
EDITORIAL SERVlCE AND writing assistan1
..
03121
265·1164.
PLEASE NOTE ADDRESS Dox no. correctio~ and
put PYRAMID POWER to work for you wtth. a
Pyramld Power Hat. No one knows w~y. pyr~~ld
power works, bul it does. Improve learmng abtllty,
learn to relax and energize yourself. Instruction/suggestions included. Send 99c plus two 13c
stamps or $1.25 plus name and address label or
something similar to CV, Box 41771, Chtcago, 60641.
03120
tfn
TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883-7787.
FOR SALE BY 23rd Street Runs Into Heaven Books.
K Pathcen· "See You In The Morning" 18.50. J.
L~vy "Surrealism" 65, Man Ray u~lph~~et For
Adults" 275. H. Miller "Book Of Frtends 32.50,
Fine editions located for the collector. 843-6396 after
03/10
noon Monday-Friday; all day Saturday.
GREATTYPINGI266-3953.
03/31

4.

HOUSING

BUY THEM NOW, white T-shirts only, 2 for J,75 at
California Fas~ion Outlet, ~313 Centr~l SE, across
from campus, 266-6872,
03/10
WATERDED: 1\!ATIRESS, FRAI\IE, pedestal,
03/14
liner, $125. 268-8536;881-3874.
1972 SUPERBEETLE, SUNROOF, AM/FM 8.
track, bike and ski racks. Excellent condition, great
MPG's. 243-0888.
03/20
SINGER FUTURA TOP of the line . .Slightly used but,
still under warr(lnty, Has push button bobbin winder,
blind hemS, does. computerized buttonholing. Also
has hUndreds of fancy stitches. Regularly $800, now
$150 cash. 294-8755.
03120
HARI\IONY 5-STRING BANJO. $60. 268-2019 after
5 pm.
03/10
PIONEER SX-750 1RECE1VER, 50 watts/channel.
Six months old. Must sell. Best offer, 24:2-6881, 03/09
FLUTE. ARTLEY. $150. Z47"3583; 268-4810. 03/\0
\969 VOLKSWAGON SQUAREBACK. au\omatlc.
Needs work Best offer. Call247-1902 after 5:00.
.
03/22

MAMIYA RB 67, 90mm lens, 120 rolfback, prism
li~der, $579.9.5. SOmm wide angiC lens, $349.95.
·180mm lens, $249.95. 120 roll ba.c.k $89.95. Tra~es
·accepted, Wilson Camera, 3107 Central NE.
03/09
'64 CHEVY BELAIR, 4·do0r, body, motor good
condition, good mileage, nc.w tires, nee4s brakes.
$250 or best offer. Call277-4~88.
03120
SUPER TUNE-UPS, $10, you buy parts. Bob 265·
03/20
4054, 265·3225.
HANG GLIDER: SEAGULL SEAHAWK, good
condition Excellent intermediate kite. 268-1522.
•

!.If .

03/20

SKIS--K-2 !.SO's, bindingll, poles. Boots--Formula I,
size 7V1 • Items brand new. Cal1247-0497 9 am to 5
pm; 243-0730 after6 pm.
03/21
DICYCL)!Sll OUR AZUKI bicycles are ·here.
Regular retail, $159.95. Now $129.95! 25 yr. frame
warranty. Couedess crank. The Bike Shop, 811 Yale
S'E. (Next to Quarters Lounge) 842~9100.
03/21

6.

EMPLOYMENT

COUPLES SUMMER 'WORK, Gallup KOA
Kampground. Housing plus salary. 863-5021, 03/14
SELF-MOTIVATED PEOPLE to sell display advertising for N.M. Dai1y LQBO. Must have car.
tfn
Come by Marron Hall, Room 133.
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS WANTED. Good
wages, medium tips, nights and _weekends. See Frank
at Roy's Place 5914 Central, 266-7807. Must be 21.
03/13
'

ADDITIONAL DANCERS AND projectionists
ONE BLOCK UNM, deluxe one bedroom furnish;d
needed, Flexible hours. Apply Kiva 'f.heater 1202
apartment. Twin or double beds, $185. Varstty
Cent(al SW,-242-2463.
03/10
03/10
House,141 ColumbiaSE.
ADDRESS ENVELOPES AT home. $800 pet niOritli
TWO WOMEN SEEK third to share house near possible. Any age or· ,oca!ion, See ad under
03/20
Miscellaneous, Triple ''S''.
BCI\IC. G:al\266·0310.
·
03/08
RM FOR RENT, gay only, $120/month, furnished, . PART-TIME JOBS BARTENDERS and waitresses
bills paid. Share with another gay. Call John at 256for catering. dinners and receptions. On call basis.
03/09
1841, keep trying.
Experience preferred but not required. Apply in
person Thursday and Friday between I :30 & 3:30 pm
NE, 2 REDROOM, $125, large yard, kids, pets
with the New Mexico Union Food Service in the
allowed no Jea5e. 262·171i I, Valley Rent.,Js, $30 fee,
Student Union Building.
03/10
I
03/10
OPENINGS
FOR
FULL-TIME
work
in
a
production
WARM FIREPLACE, LOVELY 3 bedrQom, fenced
craft-shop near UNM ror persons adept in "?""
Y"rd Patio kids $175.262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30
" .
•
'
03/10
representational design, and able to use woodworkmg
fcc.
tools. Send resume with your design or craft
DIKE TO SCHOOL. Four cozy rooms, fenced for
back_ground to PO Box 4974, Albuquerque 87106.
kids and pets. $100. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30
03121
~
W\0
WOMEN, MEN START your summer job during
. TWO FEMALES WANTED to share nice, 3
spring break. Start your own business downtown.
bedroom house. Non-smoking. Close to UNM.
Stalls $1/hour. You name the business and the hours.
ASAP 268-0183 after 5.
03/\0 Call 242-6166, 298-6046. Downtown Bazaar Fourth
ROOMY I BR, furnished, utilities paid, $185. 116. and Central.
03/10
Harvard SE, 898-1254.
03121
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Recreation rooms.
Study lounges. Pool, underground parking. Social
programs. 303 Ash NE, 243-2881.
03/09
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Share spacious
2-bdrm 2-blocks from UNM. 266-4160, or 25(}.3902.
03/22
•

PART~TIME JOB: Sales, fl~xible hours; gooa pay,
Possible full-time for summer. Call: Phil Franczyk,

C,L.U., 883-5360.

37?,,.7fq

SPECIAL ALDUQUERQUE·JUAREZ bui trip,
Departs March ~ 1, $30.00 round trip, $20,00 c;me
w•Y· Caii!TC 255·6830,
03/17
CHARTERED BUSSES TO Regionals in Tempe,
Includes game ticket and lun.ch. Leaving Fr~day,
March 10. For more informauon and reservations,
cail Sport.s Tours, 247·0126.
03/09

03/14

OVERSEAS JOBS--Summer/year-round. Europe, S.

America, Australia, Asia, etc, AU fields, $500-$1200

monthly, expenses paid, sight seeing. Free Information. Write: BHP Co., Dox. 4490, Dept. NB,
Oerkeley, Ca. 94704,
03/10
PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE students only,

8.

Afternoons and evenings, Must be able to work

Un3QUJ ,1

lYbr.;D1JW5·•B.W

~-~

MISCELLANEOUS

Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs. old.
Apply in person, no phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, ~516 Menaui-NE.
03/10

CHBAP WATERBEDSI WATER trips $89.95 buys
you I) dar~ walnut !;taincd frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comfort pad, 4) any size maltress with 3-year
guarantee; $89.95.3407 Central NB, 255-2289. 04/04
ADDRESS AND STUFF envelopes at home. $800
per rnpnth .possible. Offer--details, ~end n~me to:
INTERNATIONAL
CHARTER
FLIGHTS
Triple ''S" 1 699-E9 Highway 138, Pmon H11ls, CA.
available! Eurailpasses, travel infQrnmtion at lTC,
•
03/20
255·6830 9am-6pm.
03/17 , 92372.
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The New Mexico Daily LOBO
will cease publication untl1
Monday March 20.

IOOLLElill'ION3

TDDAY'S CROSSWDBD PUZZLE

Team

ACROSS 48 Row
UNITED ~eature Syndicate
49
Range
crest
Wednesday's
Puzzle Solved:
1 Caribbean
50
Wind-driven
m7rm;t
country
clouds
6 European
52 Irish exnation
clamation:
11 Ballet step
Var.
14 Bitter
56
By means of ""'"~ffi~
15 Hoofed
57 Power
. mammal
source: 2
16 Hoosier
words
fabulist
6.0 Former
17· Kind of rifleSpanish
man
queen
19 Commit an
61 Lone
offense
Ranger's
20 Carr.ied
friend
away: Stang 62 Wood
21 Goes astray 63 "My Gal---"
22 Distant view 64 Senorita's
words
39 Distributed
24 Accessible
parent
12 Entrances
proporto all
65 Author
13 Fr .. upper
tlonately
26 Truthful
house
41 Dense tree
Clifford----27 Nullify
18 Loaf of
growths
30 ------ floor
DOWN
bread end 42 Ravaged
32 Give as
23 Swiss river 44 Door sign
merited
Head. cover- 25 One's room: 45 Lateral part
33 Braid of hair
tngs
Slang·
46 Backs of
34 Tumor:
2 Port of
28 Multitude
necks.
Suffix
ls;ael
27 Branches 47 Amphitheater
3 Oil country 28 Pitcher
space
37 Seas: Fr.
38 Laughing
4 Outet
29 Not in18 Swollen part
walkers . .
testinal
39 Lord----:
50 Swiss
5 P_syche d!VI- 30 Poa tor one
herdsman
Anthony
SIGnS
O '
Eden
31
ccupancy 51 Roman
6 Fleeced
40 Anger
fee
statesman
7 Poyerty41 Preferably
33 Grow
53 Midway
~tncken
fatigued
d .
1
a---and
ev1ce
4.,"
<c .-reven
It
35 Time of day: 54 Univ. subj.
43 Hangman's
era s
Poet
knots
9 Verb suffix 36 Aard.varks' 55 ~he owns 11
45 Ships' parts 10 Jittery
tidbits
58 ---the line
46 Temperament 11 Left out: 2 38 Surge
59 Cpl., for one

ByRAYGLASS
LOBO Sports Writer

stant use and because we would tear
In fact, the UNM Physical Plant, in
them up too much.
\:harge of maintenance of fields,
"We asked Ike Singer, associate
held off fertilizing the field for
director of athletiJ;s again this
three days to accomodate Davis'
semester. We wanted the field for request.
two hours on five weekends. We
were turned down," Brown said.
Singer emphasized that the
athletic department didn't turn
In February, the Albuquerque down just the rugby team.
city team was allowed to use the
"We get hundreds of requests for
field for a game against Argentina use of the three practice fields.
at the request of Albuquerque We're not just turning down the
Mayor David Rusk, a member of
the Ardvarks.

Athletic department officials
have· denied the UNM Rugby Club
use of a university controlled
playing field While allowing a nonuniversity affiliated rugby team, the
Albuquerque Ardvarks, to use the
same field.
Team members of the UNM club
asked for permission to use one of
the football practice fields on south
campus twice this school year. They
were turned down both times on the
grounds that the fields couldn't be
"Use of the field was a SP!!cial
used continually.
request from the President of the
The practice fields are better univeristy," said Singer. "Mayor
fields, with fewer holes and worn
. Rusk called him and asked to use
spots, than the intramural field the fields. It was wise for public
-where the club currently plays its relations.''
games.
•
By D.M. Flynn
"Last fall we asked the athletic
The rest and maintenance of the
LOBO News Editor
department if we could play on the
field in order to keep it in shape,
For $1,400 a year, the Bank of
practice fields," said Richard another reason Singer gave the
Brown, UNM team member.
UNM ruggers for not- using the New Mexico may be putting an
"They told us to.stay off t~e fields field, didn't matter when the automatic teller in one of the glass
because they couldn't be m con- request came from President Davis. cubicles in the New Mexico Union
later this year.
The Union Board approved the
plan that would give the bank a
five-year lease with an option for a
five-year renewal. Under the terms
of the lease, described by UNM
Comptroller Carroll Lee, the bank
would rent the space at a cost of $7
By TIM GALLAGHER
a square foot for a year.
LOBO Edilor
Tony Jackson, vice president of
Under the appreciative eyes and applause of several UNM nursing
the Bank of New Mexico, said they
students, the state Board of Educational Finance paved the way for the needed approximately 200 square
birth of a master's degree in nursing program next fall.
feet to operate a "bank anytine"
At its meeting in theUNM Pharmacy and Nursing Building on the north machine.
Campus, Thursday, the BEF gave its approval to the start of the program.
The Union rents the cubicles to
Carmen Westwick, dean of the College of Nursing, said the pro ram will
organizations for $20 a day. The
probably begin with 10 students next fall.
bank would be paying ap"We are absolutely jubilant," Westwick said after the BEF approval
proximately $3.50 a day.
which met with spontaneous applause from the nursing students in the
The plan must still be approved
room
{cont. on page 31 by the Board of Regents and the
state banking commission.
Jackson said, "We think the
chances are excellent (for the
commission to approve the branch)
and to put a bank at this location."
He said a manned branch, like
the American Bank of Commerce
operation that was housed in the
basement of the SUB until four
years ago, would not be
economically feasible.
"It's just not economically

Field
rugby team, we're turning down
everyone," he said. "Besides, the
athletic department is not
responsible for providing fields for
club teams."

The UNM club is not without a
field,' however, They hold home
games on the field east of Johnson
Gymnasium, a field the Ardvarks
could have used.

"No one seems to want to take
into consideration that you can't
use fields all the time. If you do,
you won't have any fields," Singer
said.

"The intramural people, Mr.
William Kellerman and Mr. Fred
P"erez, have been nice in allowing us
to use their field," said Brown.
"Without them we'd be in a lot of
trouble."

Students May Shortly
'Bank Anytime' in SUB

Program Receives
Committee Approval

7

PEACE CORPS

FOR SALE

M

Clty Gets Prlvllege·

Join the

5.

·. ·

277-5907

PIMENTEL GRAND CONCERT. Made 1972,
03/13
excellent condition, $600. Call266-8142.
BICYCLES: NEW SHIPMENT of 150 Bertin
bicycles. Pre-season sale prices, $189 and up. R.C.
Hallett's, 843-9378.
tfn
JRISH·AFGHAN PUPPIES! VI Irish Setter, 1'1
Arghan Hound. 7 golden pups with black masks, 2
solid black
All wilh curly hairl Puppy shots
•
03/09
started.

01
HAY A y SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

LOBO photo by Ray Denorwillo

The Bank of New Mexico may be installing one of these
automatic te/fers in the New Mexico Union later this year. The plan,
howe11er, must first be appro11ed by the UNM Board of Regents
and the state banking commission.

(cJnt. on page 6)
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Constitutional Violation Charged

Co-op ·Budget Sparks Suit
By D.M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising R:;ttes
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed $·~··~--- Placed by ------Telephone,_ _

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box ~0, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

LOBO photo by Rachel Dixon

The next time you see this fountain oh the mall between the
Union and tho College of Education, it should be working. Ned
Ross, assistant director of the Physical Plant, said the plant plans
to turn on all the Uni11ersity's fountains during Spring break. They
are shut off during the winter for maintenance.

•

ASUNM Attorney General Wade Moody has filed
suit against Senator Rick Anaya and the ASUNM
Senate for alleged violation of the ASUNM Constitution.
.
Moody, in his brief to the student court, smd the
senate violated Article VI, Section 3A of the Constitution when the senate approved $21 ,500 for the
Child Care Co-op in the 1978-79 budget at its meeting
Wednesday.
Under the constitution, the ASUNM President and
the finance committee must submit! a budget for the
distribution of the activities fee to the senate.
The finance committee budget for the Co-op was
given to the senate verbally by chairman Anaya, b~t
President Tom Wil!imas has not yet drawn up his
budget recommendations.
.
Moody said the senate was placm~ the Co-op above
the other 25 organizations requestmg places on the
budget and was granting it "immunity from being
...
.
, ,
fairly judged."
The senate signed an agreement m good faith
·with the Child Care Cn·op in 1975-76 to fund the Co-

op $21,500 for fiscal year 1976-77 and the subsequent
five years.
Wednesday, Williams warned the Senate to be
"careful" in approving the budget for any ASUNMfunded organization at that time,
Senator Mimi Swanson said, "l think it was a
magnanimous gesture on the part of the senate,
although slightly unorthodox and indeed con·
trover siaL"
Anaya said he did not think there was any problem
with the action taken by the senate. ''I think we'll just
take it up again at our next meeting," he said.
The senate will meet again Mar. 15.
Moody also cited in his brief an ASUNM law which
states that organizations receiving money from
ASUNM must submit a request !luring the senate
budget hearings. Moody said Wednesday's meeting
was not a senate budget hearing.
, Anaya, however, told the LOBO the senate began
its budget hearings last Wednesday.
"If the senate wants, they can rescind the vote at
their next meeting ... I just want to see this taken care
of," Moody said.
Amiya said he did not think be would request the
~enate to take such action.

~

~ Nicaraguan ~eneral Dead

World.News

After Foiled Kidnap Try
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (UPI)
- Geu. Reynaldo Perez Vega,
Nicaragua's No. 2 man, was found
shot to death Thursday and his
body draped with the red and black

"Experiment
in 'jeWish "Leaf'ping
,

....

-·

flag of the Marxist Sandinista
Liberation Front.
Col.
Alessio
Gutierrez,
Managua's chief of police, said
Perez Vega apparently was slain
Wednesday night by Sandinista
Guerrillas after he put up a fight
and foiled a kidnap attempt.
. Perez Vega, 50, was the secondin-command of the national guard
after President Anastasio Somoza
was one of this closest advisers.

..~·--c\¥>_.. . ..-··+.. ASUNM
Speakers"
Committee

flli,Udeil~o M~N®:IIii rn~~llii.I:©>©}!PJm
&all Tlcketmaster Locations

Interested in the LAW?
_ .. an d .m a career.7
A representative of the University
of San Diego, and the National Center
for Paralegal Training's
LAWYJ:R'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
will be on campus

Monday --- March 20
to discuss details of the Program and career
opportunities for college graduates in this
growing, new field.·
..You may qualify for this· intensive, 12 week,
post-graduate course, which prepares you to
assume a respon'sible position as a skilled
member of the legal team.

Arrange to attend the presentation
between 9 & 10 am. interviews
follow. For further information
contact: career Services
277-2531

itso

For Free Brochure, contact:
LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110
(714) 291-6480 Ext. 247

Personal Development and Goal
Setting Seminar
Taught by: Michael G. Johnson of
Resource Development Consultants

March 31, 4-10 pm and April I,
8 am to 7 pm at the Airport Marina Hotel
This course relates to attitude formation, goal setting,
time management and commu?ications. It is d~signed for
the business person and other mterested professiOnals and
lay persons. The course will enable participants _to be bet·
ter able to generate ideas and develop a blueprmt for action by defining goals in a manner that makes them
specific, measuable, time-dated and r_nanageable .. The,
course will emphasize management skills, transactionalanalysis and personal motivation skills.

Enrollment Deadline is March 20
Call R.E. Davis at 265-0970

(
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Student Actlvltles.A
if».t,t

Presents

VIDEO TAPES
Bta vetman Rock Gatden

'iI
'

march 20-26
J0-3 pm Dally
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In meoaa lounge In The- H. E. Cornet Oflh• Svb
Rctoaa Ftom Prontoa
An ASUNffi/Stud•nt ActiYitl•• Ptoductlon
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WANTS
YOU!
Help build UNM spirit and tradition- Join Trailblazers

An all-you-can-eat chili dinner will
be held today from 6-9 p.m. at the
Kirtland Air Force Base Riding
Stables. For ticket information, call
the UNM AFROTC office at 2773850 or 298-3796.
The Fiesta Committee will meet
today at noon in SUB Room 230.

Trailblazers members WUI be selected soon, so apply now. Complela the attached ap·
pllcatfcn fonn and send It to the Alumni Office, Student Union Building. Application deadline
ls March 10,1978.

The
Fifth
Annual
Dance
Workshop, sponsored by the New
Mexico Dance Works, will be held
from March 13-17, 9 a.m. -noon.
The cost is $60. For more information, contact Kim Corwin at
247-8128.

______ -·-- _---- ··----·- _: _____ Appl/callon Form ______________ ---- ---·---·-- ·-f

NamE!

2 Age

_ _ :I Sex - - - - 4 Crass :standmg {CitCie One!

SA

JR

SOPH

FR

S localaddress - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 Permanent address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The Citizens Against Nuclear
Threats will hold a forum on the
Palo Verde Power Plant Thursday,
March 16 at 7;30 p.m. at Griegos
Elementary School, 4040 San Isidro
NW.

7 Local phOne - - - - - - 8 GIM'e potntaverage - - - - - - - -

9. Academtc maror· _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10 Acadcrillc m10or - - - - - - 1t Hours cutrcntlyenrolled
12 Year ol high scn0oJ Qtaduat10n - - - - - - 13 Cu1rcni and expected maror hme commJtlments (ex band. ROTC, student tcachmg)

'-------------- '-------------b ____________________

'----------------14

AICJ you currently empto,.cd?

15 Work expenencc

f~'

"'

'1:!
~

program will step up to include 15,
students the second year and level
off at 20 during the third. After the
, HEW money runs out, Westwick
said she hopes to get state funding
to continue the program ..
In other action, BEF secretary
Bob Huff said he will start immediately on a study of all two-vear

community colleges in the state as
directed under House Memorial 15
passed in the 1978 New Mexico
Legislature.
The BEF meeting will continue
today in the Nursing and Pharmacy
building.

Ticket ·Buyers Prepared
For Parking Lot Cam·pout
By NICKI KARST
LOBO Staff Writer
Lobo maniacs are prepared to camp in the arena parking lot from
Saturday night to Monday morning to get hold of 750 tickets that will be
available if the Lobos win in Tempe, Ariz. Saturday night.
Ticket manager Mary Barnes said the prized tickets will go on sale at 8
a.m. Monday and will probably be sold in 30 minutes or less. Tickets will
be limited to two per person, she said,

Today's Special

Beginning Meditation class on
Wednesdays, 5:15 p.m. in the
Honors Center, Room 152. Class
starts March ·29 and continues
through April 12. For more information, call Symphony of Life,

Two Green Enchiladas
Rice, Beans
$1.55

255-1506.

ASUNM Speakers Committee will
have an emergency meetiQg to
discuss limited topics today at 1
p.m. in room 230 of the SUB.

CasaDel Sol
Upper Level
New Mexico Union Food Service
havlnu a

~
Friday March 10
OLYMPIC SaturdayAndMarch 11
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I I yes, how

many hours per week?

Want to spend this summer sailing the Carib·
bean? The
Pacific?
Europe? Cruising other
parts of the world aboard
sailing or power yachts?
Boat owners need crews!
For FREE information
send a 13c stamp to
SKOKO
P.O. Box 20855
Houaton, Tex•• 77025
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Members of the "Front Row Fliers," a group of devoted fans, plan to be
at the arena before Saturday night's game is over. One of the Fliers, Sissy
Blackburn, said they will be having a party all weekend and anyone who
wants to can join them.
Another member, identified only as "Hook," managed to come up with
an extra ticket at the beginning of the season, said Blackburn. Saturday
night he will raffle it off to the other fliers, she said.
Diana Bunnell said some of the members bought tickets for the regionals
at the beginning of the season. "We knew we were going to the regionals,"
she said.

A public lea and reception for glass
The Kiva Club and~ the __Na~i~e ... artists will be held at 2 p.m.
.American_,. Siutieni urgamzahon Saturday, March 18 at the
will have a booth on the mall today Albuquerque Crafts Guild on 2201
seeking support for the "Longest Silver SE.
Walk." Petition to oppose the
Anti-Indian Legislation will also be
available for signatures.
Guitarist Daniel Byrns will play at 2
p.m. Saturday on KUNM, 90.1
FM.
Author Larry Lee Rottman
Information about beginning
workshops in disco, swing and will speak at 3 p.m. about selfsocial dance is available every publishing on "Live on the Air."
Friday from 7:30- 9:30p.m. in the
SUB Ballroom at the regular
The Crafts Shop will be open
Ballroom Dance Club meeting.
during Spring Break, Monday
through Friday, 10-5 p.m.

Applicants for solar demonstration
program please contact Bruce Allen
at 344-0391 or 266-4082.

Trailblazers members will be official hosts for UNM. They wlll help wilh orientation and
student recruitment programs. Trailblazers will organtze a wide variety of spirit actfv!Uos, in·
eluding pep r.t~lllos and card stunts at games and they will be the student sleorlng committee
for Homecoming.

lhf' acadl•inic yt•ar,
Tlw opinitltl.~ t'Xprt~~cd on thE' C'diturlal pa~(~
of th~· /)(lify l..ubo nr{' thmr of tiH' author .~oldy.

Umis..!ned opinion is that or tlw edflorirtl hontd

Learn the ""Science of the
Beyond"through the Surat Shabsd
Yoga meeting tonight at 7:30 in
SUB Room253 .

Want to be a leedaf? Join Trailblazers end become a leader Jn developing splrll and
tradlllonsthat wlllllvo long at UNM.

The Nr:w Mexico /Jally l.JJ!m Js publ i.~hcd

of Tht• Var!y tvbo, Nt,lhin~ prinlt•d in llw
[)(lily Lobo nec·t·.~sarily tt~JlfC'~Cnl~ liH• Vi('\\·s of
llw l!nhwMtyof N(•W Mt•xic(l.

The Blue Key National Honoraryis
accepting applications from juniors
with at least a 3. 25 GPA.
Applications are available in the
Dean of students Office in Mesa
Vista Hall and are due today.

She said the master's program is
a 42-hour, three-semester program
that will greatly benefit UNM's
prestige and the people of the state.
The only step left before implementation is a routine hearing
before the Board of Legislative
Finance, Westwick said.
She said the master's program
will be funded with a three-year
$397,000 grant from the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare. The director of the
master's program will be Dr.
Leland Bennett and interviewing
will ~tart for two faculty positions,
Westwick said.
Initially, the program will accept
only I 0 students, Westwick said
and ~here have been 157 persons
asking about the program. The

Mortar Board, the senior honor
society, is making selections for
membership from junior students
with at least a 3.0 average. For
applications, contact the Dean of
students in Mesa Vista Hall, Room
1176.

No. 112

Monday throu~h f•'riday t•vC"ry n•gular Wl'Ck of
tht• Unh·ersffy }'('llr and WC'rkly durin~ tht! ~um~
rnt•t .M..><;sion by !lte Board of Student
Publkatior1s or th(' Unh·W~itv of Nt'\V M('xk·o,
and is not financially n~wc:iat(-d with UNM.
Second cia~.~ po~lai.(C' paid at AliJII(JUC'r<jUE', Nt•w
~fc.X/('{J 87131. Suhscriptinll talC' r. $10,00 for

The NMPIRG will hold the second
half of its annual meeting today
from 4-8 p.m. in SUB Room 230.

Chicano Studies will hold an open
house at I p.m. today at 1812
RomaNE.

I RAILb[AZERS

Bear Jumps
Explorer
WASHINGTON (UPI)- A lone
Japanese explorer traveling by dog
sled from Northern Canada to the
North Pole was attacked by a polar
bear while he slept early Thursday.
He. was not injured but the bear ate
most of his dog food.
Uemura began his six-month
journey Tuesday from a camp at
Cape Columbia.
He radioed word of the attack to
the base camp and an airplane
flight was scheduled for Friday to
drop him by parachute more food
to feed his 17 sled dogs.
A NASA satellite was keeping
tabs of the explorer's movement by
receiving position signals from a
small radio beacon mounted on the
dog sled.
Uemura expects to reach the
North Pole next month. He then
will strike out for the Northern tip
of Greenland and from there he
plans to travel to Narassarssauq on
the southern tip of Greenland.

Nava.io Scholarship Recipients important. File N.M. Financial Aid
Form before March 15. Deadline
for summer session is April 30.
Deadline for fall and spring session
is May 30. For more information,
contact Fred Tahe at 277-5831 or
277-5832.

li

-NAIROBI, Kenya (UPI) -·
Somalia announced Thursday it is
withdrawing all troops from the
war-torn Ogaden Desert in exchange for "big power" guarantees ,
that all Cuban and Soviet troops '
also will be pulled out of the embattled region.
The Somali radio braodcast
coincided with President Carter's
news conference in Washington in
which Carter said Somali President
Siad Barre told him by telephone he
would withdraw all Somali Troops.
The surprise announcement
followed by three days the fall of
the strategic Ogaden town of Jijiga
to Cuban-led Ethiopian forces and
sent
a tank
Somali
blitz across
forcesthe
reeling
desertinwhich
full
retreat.
Carter told his news conference
that once Somali forces have withdrawn from the Ogaden, "the withdrawal of Soviet and Cuban forces
should also begin."

IS

the back-to-work order prove
news conference tnat started with
discussion ofhis moves to end the
coal strike through Taft-Hartley
inj1.1nction.
On that issue, he disclosed he has
ordered Attorney General Griffen
Bell "to assume personal direction
over all law enforcement activities"
designed to ensure that rebellious
miners do not block a reopening of
the mines through bloodshed.
He also said he has "absolutely
no plans" to ask Congress for
authority to seize the mine; should

-------------.---~-=--------

-Somali
Troops
Withdraw
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Carter Admonishes Israel
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WASHINGTON (UPI)
fruitless.
,
.
President Carter warned Israel
Much of his half-hour news
Thursday that refusal to withdraw conference, however, was devoted
from occupied West Bank lands to questions concerning festering
·"would be a· very serious blow to U.S.-Israeli disputes over acpeace," and said the Soviets and ceptable peace bargaining tactics,
Cubans must get out of th~ Horn of and the showdown that is expected
Africa war now that Somalia is when Prime Minister Menachem
withdrawing.
Begin visits Washington next week.
Carter took a tough liiJ,e on the
The President said he rejects any
sensitive· inter'national Israeli claim that it is not obligated
two
problems - breaking the news that to withdraw from the occupied
Somalia has agreed to withdraw, West Bank territories by U.N._
from Ethiopian territory - at a 'resolutions.

Program OK'd

{caot. from f>aga1)

On West Bank Withdrawal

present

$2.50 GENERAL PUBLIC/$1.25 STUDENTS
Tickets On Sale Now at the PopeJoy & SUB Box Offices
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Rev. Smock: Gone But Not Forgotten
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I don't know what it was this week. It seemed that no matter what I
did, someone was trying to remind me of New York. Whether it was a
conversation on the bus spiced with about four "y'knows" per sentence, or a class discussion about stereotypes in which westerners
consistently misidentified every living soul in New York as either being
the suave, 5th Avenue executive type or a member of a youth gang.
Hey, wait a minute guys. We're not all that way. I spent the first 16
years of my life in New York and believe it or not, I never. spent the night
in the hospital as a result of severe knife wounds suffered in gang war
·
over my best friend's sister.
BUT IT'S A WEEK LIKE THE ONE I just spent that makes you
realize just how gross the misconceptions of New Yorkers are in
Albuquerque. So what I thought I'd do this week was set you straight
on a few things, y'know?
First of all, I can understand where these stereotypes c:~re born. I, too,
have been in Penney's behind that familiar accent saying, "Well I'm not
going to move until I talk to the staw managuh (translation: store
manager). Can you imagine de noive of dis person talking dat way to
me," the voice says gesturing at her poor little self. I can understand
why there's so much anti-New York sentiment when you drive through
Rio Rancho and see the Latanzio's and the Tortorici's cluttering a
beautiful yucca bush with a pink flamingo that Dominic's cousin
brought as a present when he visited last summer.
YOU SEE I WAS A TOUGH HIGH SCHOOL sophomore when the
beautiful skies of the Land of Enchantment (brought to you on 8 by 10
glossy booklets courtesy of AM REP industries) lured my father from his
job in the Brooklyn Naval Shipyard. Let me tell you it was tough adjusting from the land of straphangers and money to the land of tequilla
and sunny. But I never saw my parents elbowing for position on th'e
shopper's line at Skagg's or complaining that the traffic was murder.
My parents realized in. five minutes what it took me about five years
to learn - New Mexico's got New York beat about 20 to nothing. Not
that the Big A'pple hasn't got its good qualities. I mean it's a nice place
to write about, but I wouldn't want to live there.
But as a 16'year-old, I was one of those New Yorkers Vliho thinks
America begins on Long Island and ends in New Jersey. This is best
illustrated today by idiot sports casters like NBC's Billy Packert who
can't see why the Lobos are rated so highly. Ask him if he's ever seen
them play.
BUT THE STEREOTPYING DIDN'T HELP EITHER. "Did you
know there's alligators Jiving in the New York sewer system," they'd tell
me in high school. "Yeah, I read it in a magazine." "C'mon man," I'd
tell them, "those sewers are so dirty, fungus can't survive in them."
Slowly, but surely, I began to adjust. Pearl-button shirts, boots I
'
even learned to milk a cow. Now those were real strides.
No good, said my firends. I was still a foreigner. I laughed at
comedians like Rodney Dangerfield and had cravings for a bagel every
once in a while.
A FOREIGNER I WAS AND A FOREIGNER I guess I'll always be
to some extent. In examining myself and my efforts to become a New
Mexican, I realized that the stupid "hunkerin' on down" accent I try
when I'm talking to a native, never really fools any of them. People who
remark that I've lost my New York accent, invariably remark that there's
something that always gives the Eastern upbringing away.
So in a very real way, New Yorkers never lose a part of the Gotham
childhood. It always stays with you.
Now all of these might seem like an aside from what I set out to do and that is to set you natives straight on what us Eastern invaders to
your state are like. As I said, I can understand your impatience with
pushy slobs from Long Island, but you've got to admit you've also run
into some pretty damn obnoxious cowboys too. And while the jerk who
cuts you off on the freeway invariably is driving a car with the familiar
orange and blue New York license plate, there's a healthy share of
morons with red and white Zias putzing around town too.
THE POINT IS THAT NEW MEXICO is probably no different from
New York in detesting the influx of "outsiders." Except in New York,
they can't tell a New Mexican from a (heaven forbid) Texan or someone
from Utah. We're all dumb cowboys.
We're all pretty much the same no matter where we come from. It's
just that environment makes us different. The trouble with New
Yorkers, so I hear, is like the song tells us, "Nobody opens the door for
a native New Yorker." So many of them wind up pushing the door
open for themselves.
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Letters

Viva La Fiesta

Editor:
Fiesta Committee was not in the budgets of ASUNM or of GSA for
this year and has only recently received appropriations from these
groups. We have also been requesting and receiving donations from
other student organizations.
La Semana de Ia Fiesta will be presented by students for the benefit
of the University of New Mexico community just as it traditionally has
been celebrated. Never has it been a solemn occasion. Fiesta is a
chance. to celebrate the learning experience and an opportunity
whereby the community may be rnade aware of the special customs
and folklore which give to the Southwest a unique heritage.
It happens that La Semana de Ia Fiesta falls near the end of the
Spring term which many students take as an excuse to "go on a tear."
Fiesta Committee is making an effort to remind students of the purpose
which is served by the week of celebration and we are trying to
structure the activites toward educational, cultural and meaningful
ends. Fiesta will be held during the last week of April this year and we
hope it will be a roaring success.
As for Fiesta having a reputation "as a blowout," I say we, the
commitee, are not bound by reputations, but by tradition. We need
support and ideas from the students so that our goals may be realized.
I do not believe, nor did I say, money was withheld from Fiesta
committee because of Fiesta's reputation. My remarks to GSA in fact
denied this connection and were made in context with ASUNM's
. budget process, where I stated that the lack of funding could be attributed to the financial squeeze in ASUNM government, thus my
appearance before the GSA Council requesting money.
Viva Ia Fiesta! Have fun.
David A. Shaw
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Editor:
Having spent several hours
listening to George Smock on the
mall, I made several observation
about the crowd gathered to hear
him speak. I decided that the crowd
could clearly be divided into three
categories. First there Vl(ere those
who observed for a short while then
walked off, with their previous
convictions opposing Smock's
views (as was stated in a letter to
the editor) having been reinforced.
Second, there were those who
spent endless hours in a marathon
effort to malign the preacher with
every imaginable resoure · they
could draw upon. Finally there were
those who quietly listened (yes,
there were several of us) and found
truth in his messages.
For those who walked away I
must agree that their convictions
were reinforced. Whereas Smock
spent the large majority 'of his time
telling us what the Bible states
concerning all the issues brought
up, the people that walked away
could only have opposed these
biblical views already. The people
who walked away with reinforced

feelings had rejected the Bible's
truth and the claims of Jesus long
before Smock came to campus, so
he could only serve to reinforce
these feelings. ·
I fou':Jd the truth that Jesus spoke
of in Rev. Smock's teaching. I
thank God that he was bold enough
get up and tell people the truth
abcut Christ. Thank you, Rev.
Smock!
Tim Acomb
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Evang~list George Smock,
who spoke to hecklers and
believers on the mall last week,
was last seen at the University of
Texas (Austin) Thursday.
Smock also appeared in the
University Daily, the student
new$lpaper at Texas Tech
University Tuesday.
A reporter for the Daily Texan
in Austin, told the LOBO that
Smock had been arrested by
campus police Feb. 8 for
criminal tress-pass. He was
scheduled
to appear in
municipal court Feb. 26, the
reporter said. An Austin
Municipal Court Clerk said she
could find no record of Smock's
court date or his arrest.
The University Daily reported
that Smock had been escorted
off campus by police because he
hadn't requested permission to
speak on the campus. ·
Smock said, "I believe the
university regulations are in
violation of the first amendment," the paper said.
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6:23.
So by ag_reeing with God that we are sinners and accepting His gift
(Jesus Chnst), we can be saved from eternal separation from Him
(Hell).. He loves you so much that He gave himself as the payment for
your sm; so that you could spend eternity in His kingdom (Heaven).
Jeanne Yoakum
A Saint, by the grace of God,

t!flrsh WordS'hS'tJ;;~d
"A mild answer calms wrath, but once while I was listening and
a harsh word stirs up anger." observing did 1 hear or see him
(Proverbs 15:1) Last week on the temper any of his words with
mall during, the talks of Mr. George gentleness, compassion, or love.
Mr. Smock seemed to be
Smock there was an abundance of
harsh words. As A Christian I was primarily interested in telling
deeply disturbed by the way Mr. ev~ryone that they were wrong
Smock presented his views, for not wh1ch of course implied that he
alone was right. Were in scripture
does it say "Go out and tell the
SAVE my 'PLACE,
world you are Right."
WILL You?
Cathy Sierra
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THEYLL HAVE
TO KNOCK ME
DoWN FOR IT...

Do It Yourself!
The No B.S.
Mushroom Growing Kit

Editor:
It has been said that Christian are
indeed a bunch of haloed hudlums
running amuck, I say.hogwash. I
must agree with what Mr. Price
stated.
Many people have
misunderstood and misrepresented.
Christ. I invite someone to show us
that example. Any one can condemn, their exist few people who
are indeed of the caliber to be called
a saint. I agree with Mr. Price
shouting, accusations not hostility
are true qualities of a "saint". I
must advise Mr. Price if he wants
the job done right .........
In closing I would also add one
astounding quality of Mr. Smock is
that he is at least trying to be a
representation and not taking
offerings.
Ladora Sanders
Reaching Higher.
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Regular
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This is in reply to Jim Price's, March 6th letter to the editor, refering
to the Reverend George (Jed) Smock calling himself a saint. 1 feel the
need to cia rify the meaning of a saint.
The Latin word sanctus is where we derive the English words saint
and sanctify. Webster's dictionary defines sanctify as "to free from
sin; to purify." A saint is one who has been sanctified, '
. The Apostle Paul addesses a letter to the believers at Corinth thus:
"To t.h.e c~urch of God which is at Corinth, to those who have been
sanct1f1ed In Christ Jesus, saints by calling with all who in every place
call ~po~ the ~arne of our Lord Jesus Christ." I Corinthians 1:2 We can
~ee _,,, th1s scnpture that a saint is one who has been freed from sin by
~ailing on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ. It is not our own
nghteousness that makes us a saint. It is the Lord Jesus Christ's
reighteousness, through His blood, which was given as a sacrifice for
u~. By acc~pting His righteousness, through faith, we are made right
With God. For by grace you have been saved through faith· and that
not of yourselves, it is the gift of God; not as a result of works, that no
one should boast." Ephesians 2:8 and 9.
To do this we must agree with God that we are sinners. (A sinner is
one Who has fallen shortof being right with God.) "For all have sinned
and fall short of the glory of God." Romans 3:23 God, also, says in His
word, "For the wages of sin is death, (eternal sera ration from God) but
'the free gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord." Romans
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Orthodox Explained
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following column was written by Charles
Truxillo, the president of the local Orthodox Roman Catholic
movement.]
. For. if long ages, methodical and persevering effort, almost divine
mtent1ons, are required to build a town, to set up a state, to found a
civilization, there is nothing easier than to destroy 'these frail structures.
A few tons of powder quickly reduce half the Parthenon to ruins, a
colony of microbes decimates the population of Athens, three or four
base ideas systematized by fools have managed quite well during the
past hundred years to render two thousand years of Christian history
useless.
Those who held to Catholic Orthodoxy and its complete tradition
alone are the true heirs of Western Civilization. We alone claim the
Christian martyrs, Constantine, St. Augustine, Gothic art, Dante,
Cortez, Michaelangelo, the Baroque, etc. . • During the last two
hundred years the forces of atheism and egalitarian democracy have
worked furiously trying to erase the memory of our Catholic Civilization.
Catholics and all Christian sects after 1789 A.D. began that long retreat
from greatness.
Christians became assimilated into secular societies, ceasing their
desire to control these societies. For the sake of material comfort and
soci~l- ac~ept!lnce th~ true believers became simply citizens actively
partiCipating In the tainted life styles of the secular states of Western
Europe and the Americali. They forget that the self-evident evolution of
any non-Christian society is to become fundamentally anti-Christian in
direct proportion to the assimilation of Christians into its inherent
secularism.
Yet there remains a vision, shining island of truth, harmonious order,
a reason to live, the sacred kingdom of Catholic Civilization. For these
who think, but wish to bring order to their thoughts, a· kingdom,
Catholocism presents none of the difficulties inherent in other formulas.
It satisfies reason, for it represents a true consensus. It resides as
Sophocles would say, in the great laws of the world. Yet this kingdom
is by no means abstract. One sees and touches it. It has a body; it has a
soul: its history, art and the magnanimous society of its heroes.
In a moment two cemunes of secularism Will not be dispelled, but
this appeal for a Catholic Right may forbode well for those whos&
toughts are forming, and whose anxieties grow; those who long for a
better world. Already the forces of future triumph appear. A French
Archbishop preserves for us the faith of always. Virile Catholic states
have emerged in Chile, Argentine, Brazil and the Phillipines. Christ is
our King: His Mother our Empress. The hosts of Heaven are with us
arrayed in battle armor. Like Joshua of old, let us cross this new Jordan
and conquer the secular Canaan.
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Editor:
Last week the students at UNM had a unique opportunity to hear the
word of God preached by Rev. Jed Smock. Many christians as well as
non-believers expressed the feeling that the Reverend was turing more
people away from Jesus, rather than turning them on to Christianity. At
this, I must strongly disagree, on the contra!'¥, most of the people I
talked to were stirred into doing some deep thinking, admittedly a rare
occurence at UNM. I also found it amusing that ttiose most offended by
the preaching could be found on the mall listening day after day.
If we turn to the Bible, we find in the Book of Acts, that when the
apostles preached, the crowds were stirred up to the point of riot and
2000 years later, we find that little has changed. When the truth is
preached, people become angry as their si\]s are exposed for everyone
to see .
Rev. Smock did' not condem anyone, he merely preached from God's
word, the Bible. The Bible says "all have sinned and fa-ll short of the
Glory of God" (Romans 3:231. The Bible says "Do no be deceived,
neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor homosexuals, nor
theives, nor the covetors, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor swindlers,
shall inheit the Kingdom of God" (I Corinthians 6:9). These are the
words of the Almighty God.
It sounds pretty gloomy for us sinners, but do not despair friends for
the Good News is that "God so loved the world that He gave His only
begotten son so that whosoever believes in Him should not perish but
__
have eternal life" (John 3:161
Rev. Smock is no self appointed Saint, but a GOD Appointed ONE.
Jed came to UNM to warn of GOD's impending judgement and His
mercy through Jesus Christ, now the choice is yours.
Rick Reinhardt
Fellow-heir with Christ
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Transforms Low Grade Stash
·Into High Powered Pot
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UCLA and DePaul 94.5 over
and Creighton, Kentucky
91.3 over Florida St., Duke 90.7
over Rhode· Island, Indiana 90.2
over Furman, Louisville 85.3 over
St. Johns, Mich. St. 79.8 over
Providence, St. Bonaventure 64.6
over Penn, North Carolina 62.6
over San Francisco and the closest
rivalry was Notre Dame 57.6 over
Houston.

OnteSt . 8VQrlteS Kansas

fJ:U

Based on statistics taken from the
most recent basketball contest,
::8 contestants picked UNM 100
percent favorites over Cal St.
Other favorites included
Arkansas 97.2 percent over Weber
St., Syracuse 95.6 over W. Ken,
tucky, Utah 95.1 over Missouri,

DL!IPIC SPDBTS
.....;:;..,,.::... Racquetball
Racquets
AMF V oit Balls
Wilson
Dunlop
Penn Tennis balls
Racquets by:
Fischer
Wilson
PDP
Ask about our
Durafiber
Racquet Special
and others
Professional Racquet
regripping and stringing
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Of Indian Rights Legislati'on·

~Long

Walk' In Prote·st

By BUTCH NIEMEYER

LOBO Staff Writer
The cheap purchase of Indian land containing 70-80
percent of the U.S.'s uranium, coal and oil reserves
are the reasons for "anti-Indian" legislation curre.ntly
pending in Congress, Lehman Brightman, organizer
of a protest march told a small audience Saturday.
"The Longest Walk," he said, is a means of causing
publicity against the legislation.
Many people are not aware of the legisl'ation,
Brightman said, and because Indians lack political
influence, he needs the suppqrt of non-Indians.
House 'Resolution 9054 was cited as an example of
the various bills' intent.
Brightman said it calls for the abrogation of all 389
treaties currently in effect and the abolishment of
tribal governPlents and the-Bureau
of Indian
Affairs.
J
.
'

••• Bank
Anytime
(COtlt. from page 11

possible so we have to go to the next
best possible alternative,'' he said.
Only people who have acounts at
the Bank of New Mexico will be
eligible to apply for the bank
anytime cards which operate the
machine, Jackson said. At one
time, the bank had 1800 student
accounts, he said. Jackson would
not speculate as to how many of
those students were eligible for the
service.

Hunting, fishing, and water rights would also be lost
as a :result of the resolution, he said.
·
Pushing for the different pieces of legislation is the
Interstate Congress for Equal Rights and Responsibilites, ·a well-financed organization of individuals
with business interests on Indian land, he said.
"The Interstate Congress for Equal Rights and
Responsibilities has a $13 million fund and has offices
in 26 states. Its officers met regularly with government
officials and it'has a staff of 15 lawyers for anti-Indian
legislation," Brightman said.
He said, "Reservations and the Indian way of life
will remain intact if we fight for it. It's a war of
survival."
A number of local Indian groups are organizing a
party to meet the walkers in Grand Junction, Colo.
Some protestors from the Southwest will be walking
to Washington, D.C.

Meter Maids
To Ticket More
In Loadi:ng Zones
Ticketing of illegally parked
cars is being stepped' up at the
Biology, Geology and Art
Museum
loading
.
. dock areas
satd Bery Cox, director of police
and parking.
"We've been increasing the
ticketing in those areas because
we have had a lot of complaints," he said. "We haven't
·increased the staff any, just
asked them to pay more attention to the loading zone
areas.''

RecArea
Promotion
Planned

Expansion of the games area and
distribution of discount couponswith SUB food purchases are two
of the inducements planned by New
Mexico Union officials to get more
student$ into the SUB games area.
Union Director Ted Martinez
said
the expanded area in the games
Main Door SUB East oi 'l'io Vivo
will include space for more pinball
machines and pool tables as well as
the addition of darts and shuffleboard. Martinez also said there
are plans to offer discount coupons
The machine is operated by a
for the games area with the purplastic card, similar to credit card,
chase of food in any of the Union
which can be obtained by a bank
restaurants.
customer after a credit search has
"We have not done a good job
been made, a spokesperson at the · Two students on the UNM
Forensic
team
have
qualified
for
promoting
the games room;" said
bank said.
the American Forensic Association Martinez. "A lot of students don't
This Friday Night
National
Individual Events even know it's there."
"These
are
automatic
In The
Tournament.
Martinez said revenues from the
machines... anybody who uses the
Carver
and
Dan
games
room have been steadily
Melanie
machines is a potential borrower,"
Ramczyk, both majoring in speech declining during the past few years,
Jackson said.
communications, placed third in but the area still pays for.itself.
If the machine, which costs the dramatic duo category out of 38
"We're going to try a few inIn The Student Union
$37,000 is installed in the SUB, he teams from six Southwestern states. centives to get students used to the
Building Base1nent
said the bank would pay for the The qualifying tournament was idea of the games area," he said.
installation of a set of doors so the held at the United States Air Force
Martinez said the expansion into
be
accessible
24
machine
would
Academy
in
Colorado
Springs.
the
area, which was formerly ocSome Fuuli., Some Soul,
hours a day.
The dramatic duo event consists cupied by bowling alleys, will cost
Some Roek and Roll
of two individuals interpreting a about $25,000.
Approval by the state banking cutting from a play. Carver and
"We took out the bowling three
comq~ission will take four months,
Ramczyk interpreted "Barefoot in years ago because students won't
·
bowl if you give the games away,
Jackson said. He told the Union the Park.''
Board the target date for the
Other forensic events include Martinez said. "In fact, we tried to
beginning of operation at the extemporaneous speaking, per- give away free games a few years
automatic branch is Sept. I.
suasive speaking, informative ago. The students wouldn't take
Pr1."...e..,
speaking, oral interpretation of them." .
Ad.ni•..,sl."ou
""
- ""
poetry or prose and after-dinner · Martmez said he hoped the
Stndeuts $1.00 eaeh
speaking.
expanded games area would be in
~~~ (With J.D., Plus One Guest)
operation by next semester. The
r
Carver and Ramczyk will travel original target completion dale was
S:l.OO eaeh
to Illinois State University April14- last summer, but delays in getting
Pub lie $2.00 eaeh
16 to compete in the national bids forced the later opening date.
-~~~~~::::::=:=::::;:;;:::::::::::::::~~;;_,_~=:~~~====~~==~==~~champ__i_o_ns_h_i_ps_._________________________________________
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ffiSO: Accomplished Group
The world famous Minnesota
Orchestra (founded in 19.03 as the
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra)
under the baton of its distinguished
director
Stanislaw
music
Skrowaczewski, will perform at
Popejoy Friday March 17.
Now in its 74th year, the 97member orchestra has been called
by the New York Times "among
the nation's top six or seven orchestras in quality and probably the
most important regional orchestra
anywhere." Maestro Skrowaczewski, music director of the orchestra since 1960, has added new
glories to the venerable . musical
organization. Following the lead of
his famed predecessors - Eugene
Ormandy, Dimitri· Mitriopoulos,
and Antal Dorati - he has expanded the orchestra's repertoire
into new areas, has increased its size
to the present 97-member strength,
bringing it to new heights of artistic
power.
The orchestra travels widely,
performing more than 150 concerts
during its 50 week season. There are
permanent concert series in St.
Paul, Minneapolis, and a number
of other upper-midwest cities.
Extensive annual tours have taken
the orchestra across its region and
the nation for appearances on
college campuses and in small town
gymnasiums, as well as at the
Kennedy Center for the Performing
Arts in Washington, D.C., the
United Nations Assembly Hall,
New York's Carnegie Hall, and in
1973 as part of its 70th Anniversary
tour, the Palace of Fine Arts in
Mexico City.
Skrowaczewski holds a unique
position in the musical world:
eminent conductor and composer,
he bridges the traditions of
Viennese classicism and the
nineteenth century with the new
concepts of the twentieth. He is
distinguished for his interpretation
of both the contemporary repertoire and the great Romantic
symphonies.
His impact on the area's musical
life led to tHe building of Min-

neapolis' famed new Orchestra
Hall, widely cited as one of the
great halls of the world upon its
opening in the fall of 1974. During
the hall's inaugural season,
Skrowaczewski, with the Minnesota

Orchestra, recorded the complete
orchestral work of Ravel, a recent
issue by Vox that has won critical
acclaim from many quarters, along
with his other recordings on Angel,
Phillips and Mercury labels.

Held Over by Popular Demand!
March9& 10

Acts of Passion
(six one act plays)

-
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00

8:00PM
-----' L ...

'~'beat~e
(downstairs Fine
Aits Complex)

tickets - $150 or $1.00
(groups of ten or more)
at Fine Arts Box Office 277-4402

The Union (sub) Theo.tre

W.C. Fields In
Never Give A Sucker An Even Breo.k

also Sustet Keaton's
Sto.nlslo.w Skrowo.czewskl

The Boo.t Fri. 7:00 o.nd 9:15

~oqB~N~S~~)

Saturdo.y
Gary Cooper In
Design For Living
Dlr. by Ernst Lubltsch

"FELLIN I

Rome.
"FELLINI'S
Christ.
ROMA:' Before
After Fellini.

March i'lOioi-lioii6.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;..,ijJt4

~~--'t-',

The Fall

Roman Empire
1931-1972

Romaf (Snt & Sun Mat 2:30) 7: IS

(Sat & Sun Mat 4 :45) 9

NfJW SNOWING! iiiiiiiiliili

NfJW SNIJWING!

MEL

BROOKS

277-5907

a film by Alan Rudolph

W~ -b,: "TOUCHSTONES
FOR US ALL ... probes the
contemporary female psyche with
sensitivity and understanding."
-Judith Crist

NfJW SNIJW/Nt;!f~
"A POWERHOUSE."
-W!IItom Wolf, Cue
"I couldn't take my eyes from the
screen. I found it whoUy
fascinating, raw and frightening.
The performances
are brilliant."
-Rex Reed .
..Syndicated Colummst
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MADELINE KAHN· CLORIS LEACHMAN
HARVEY KORMAN

''"'"'""DICK VAN PATTEN ·.RON .CAREY ·HOWARD MORRIS
Theatre No.11:00 3:00 5:00 7:00 9:00
Tlleatr~ No. 22:00 4:00 6:00 8:00 10:00
W4aelcda1vs Ev~nin Performance 0n1IV!
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Zevon Should' Be Excited .
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Excitable Boy
Warren Zevon
Asylum Records 6El18
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By ROBERT SPIEGEL

Excitable Boy consists of some
vety strange songs: an almost disco
"Nighttime in the Switch Yard," or
"Roland the Headless Thorn psori
Gunner," a weird and violent song

about a soldier of fortune, or
"Werewolves of London;" "I saw
a werewolf drinking pina colada at
Trader Vic's." It's impossible to
decipher where Zevon is coming
from, but he is coming on strong,
and the bizarre chances he takes are .
all paying off.

::E"

Whew, what a surprising album.
Sure, Warren Zevon has had a taste
z" of success as a songwriter, (Linda
oO Ronstaat' s "Hasten Down . the
"~ Wind," ''Carmelita," and "Poor,
0..
Poor Pitiful Me"), so his potential
was obvious, but who would have
thought he would crank out such a
direct rock and roll album.
Ot

Of all things, this album is
reminiscent of Elvis Costello. L.A.
Punk? And though his words are
infinitely less sophisticated than
Randy Newman's, his humor is
oddly similar. After hearing this
album I .am suddenly aware of how
funny a song "Poor, Poor Pitiful
Me" actually is. I hadn't thought of
it that way before.

Wauen Zevon

At NCAA Sub-Regionals in Tempe , ·

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor

The beginning of a new
basketball season awaits the New
Mexico Lobos Saturday afternoon
when UNM hits the court at
Tempe's Special Events Center.
National ranking, broken records
and player-of-the-week honors will
all be left behind in Albuquerque as
the Lobos will have only one thing
on their minds: to down Cal. State
Fullerton and advance to the
Western Regionals in the Pit the
following-Thursday.
The new season for the Lobos of
Coach Norm Ellenberger could last
anywhere from one to five games,
depending on how far New Mexico
goes in the 32-team NCAA tourney.
But first things first. Saturday
4:15p.m., New Mexico tangles with
the 21-8 Titans, winners of the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association.
Commenting on the Titans of
coach Bob Dye, Ellenberger said,
"All I know is they swept three
games at the PCAA tournament

Starland Vocal Band

Ro.dio's Voco.l 8Qnd
Late Nite Radio
Starland Vocal Band
Windsong BXLI-2 598
By JANE QUESNEL

End of Winter
Sale
20%-SO% off on all new and
used winter merchandise.

Good selection of winter
garments- preseason sale
on Polarguard sleeping bags

Starts Saturday, Mareh 11, 7:30am

0
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New Season AwaitsNewMexico

His words are not as graceful as
one would expect from a successful
songwiter, yet they are odd enough
to stay consistently interesting.
Take the title tune, "Excitable
Boy," with its true to_ life
discription of Zevon rubbing his
wife'spot-roast on his chest because
. he liked it so weli,.A:nd on the same
ablum there is -'a touching song
! about a father watching his
- daughter grow into a woman. I
• don't know how Zevon manages to
sound convincing in all these
different stances, ·but I have to
hand it to him; Excitable Boy is a
marvelous album.

2421 San Pedro NE (505)266-8113
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This third album from those
afternoon-delighters is a wellrounded, nicely paced package of
music. They're still writing the bulk
of their material and their vocals
have gone from very good to even
better.
Side one opens with the swinging
country sound of "Late Nite
Radio.'' This is a good choice for a
single, with good :back-up including
Danny Pendleton's pedal steel
guitar work, and possibly the best
choral work on the album.
The trade-off vocals on Bill

against three good teams. They are
competitive and proved that by
beating Brigham Young in Provo.
We were barely able to do that."
The Titans, who run a spread
offense similar to that of Texas-EI
Paso, are led by senior forward
Greg Bunch. Bunch was twice
named PCAA Player of the Year.
At the Albuquerque International Airport Wednesday afternoon, Lobo co-captain Marvin
Johnson said, "We're going to
have to control the tempo of the
. game. We're also going to have to .
go out and play our game. If we do
that, we should win."
Commenting on the various
honors given to him this week,
Johnson said, above the sounds of
the UNM Band, "The honors have
no affect on me going into this
game. I love it, but I just want to
win in Tempe."
Mike Stewart, New Mexico's
reserve defensive whiz said, "From
what we've heard, their offense is
all spread out, like UTEP's. They
can run with us and they'll run if

they have to."
Swarmed by a group of
autograph-seekers, New Mexico's
other senior co-captain Michael
Cooper said, "They'll try to hold
the ball on us. We're going to have
to speed up the game."
The Titans, who have been
known to run a fast break offense
at times, are averaging 74.8 points a
game as compared. to the Lobo's
average of98 points a game.
On defense, CSF gave up 67.7
points a game while the Lobos gave
up 82.7 points a game.
"Now we're WAC champs,"
Ellenberger said, "and it's up to us
to earn the respect of the country by
representing our confernce well.
We just have to concentrate on
Fullerton right now and make our
way back to the Pit. Our fans have
been super this season and they
deserve to see us play back here.''
Lobo guard Russell Saunders

Randall and Selb_y
In Keller Recital

By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
The search for the crown which would make them the best in the
Inte~ountain Conference, begins today for the UNM women's basketball
team.
The Lobos will play defending conference champs Utah tonight in the
first round of the Intermountain Conference Tournament in Ogden, Utah.
Brigham Young will play Weber State, the host school, in the other semifinal game.
The tourney winner advances -to the national tournament at Long Beach
State, while the second team also qualifies for the national tournament and
goes to Rutgers, N.J.
"This is the most even I've ever seen the teams be," Lobo coach Kathy
Marpesaid.
"We've done all we can. All we're going to do now is the basics and get
some rest," Marpe said.
Utah whipped the Lobos last year both in the regular season and in the
tourney and then again during the regular season this year. But that just
has Marpe and gang a little hungrier for victory.
"They're who we wanted to play. We're· going to be after them," Marpe
said with a smile.
New Mexico finished the conference with an 11-2 record, losing only to
BYU and Utah, and a third place finish.
Marpe recalled the Utah game earlier this year and said, " Everything
went wrong. They lost our luggage, our rooms were wrong, just ev.erything
was wrong."
And then when the game started, the "wrongs" did not stop. The
Lobo's 6·4 center Carol Moreland got into foul trouble early in the first
half and was not able to be her usual dominant self on the boards and on
defense.
Utah, which runs a slow-control type of game, may see a press from the
Lobos, Marpe said.
''All the games will be close," Marpe predicted.
BYU finished conference play with a perfect 13-0 record, while Utah lost
only to the Cougars.
"We're ready to go," Marpe promised, "We're really confident th}s
year."
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A Progressive Christwn Fellowship To Give You New Power

Sex In Relationships
Sunday, March 19, 5:30 p.m. Meal: 75 cents

"Does God like sex?" Song of Solomon
Have a nice Spring Break!

----!1-

At The United ministr!) Center
1801 Lo.s Lomo.s NE 247-0497
Positive, Jo!)ful o.nd Christio.n
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present

Recorded Message
Phone 296-8568
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Women at Regionals

The next presentation as a part of
the continuing Keller Hall Series
will take place Sunday, March 19,
at4p.m.
The recital will feature Darrel
Randall on oboe and English horn,
assisted by W es Selby on organ and
harpsichord.
The first half of the program will
be all Baroque music--two
Telemann Sonatas for oboe and
harpsichord and a set of five
movements
from
"Musical
Flowers" by Frescobaldi, in which
the organ's pitch will be adjusted to
mean tone rather than the
customary tuning.
The second half of the program
will feature a piece for English horn
and organ called "Patita" by Jan
Koetsier, fllowed by Richard
Luttmann's "Meditation 2."
The last piece on the program
will be a contemporary quasi-jazz
"Sonatina" for harpsichord and
oboe, by Gordon Jacob.
Also appearing on the program
will be bassoonist David Gordon.
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Regional
Tickets

LOBO photo by Phyllis Kuahnor

CHECK YOUR LOCAL NEWSPAPER FOR THEATRE LISTING

-Covered

United Campus-M.iriistry

C£xpetiment
<]ew1Sh C£eafning

Committee

II

BETTElHIEIM
'Topic:
@'ild CJJevelopment in cAmetica &-in t]f_e CKibbutz
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$2.50 GENERAL PUBLIC/$1.2S STUDENTS
Tickets On Sale Now at the Popejoy & SUB Box Offices
&all Ticketmaster Locations

Breakfast Lunch & Boogie
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The New Kid In Town

4418 Central SE
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Should the New Mexico
basketball team defeat the
Fullerton Titans Saturday in Tempe
and be one of the four teams to play
in the West Regional being held at
University Arena, UNM's allotment of 750 tkkels will go on sale
Monday morning at 8 a.m. at the
UNM Athletic Ticket Office.
New Mexico Athletic Director
Lavon McDonald said Wednesday
that there will be a limit of two
tickets per person.
The other three teams appearing
in the West Regional will also be
given an allotment of 750 tickets.
Each school will have 48 hours to
sell thier allotment. Any tickets not
sold within 48 hours will probably
be brought back to Albuquerque
and put on sale.

Danoff's mournful "Don't Go to
Oregon" are excellent, while his
comical "The Man Who Couldn't
Get Away" is one of the better cuts
·on the first side.
Jon Carroll's and Danoff's only
collaboration is the uptempo
"Akron." It would be nice to seem
them work together more on future
albums.
"Third Rate Romance" steals
side two. It's a tragic situation set in
an uptempo style ··in which the
contrast of lyrics and music is very
effective.
Jon Carroll's wistful vocal on his
own "Please Ms. Newslady"
carries just a hint of gospel, and is
one of the better solos on the
album.
The whole thing wraps up nicely
with "Friends with You."
Recommended cuts are "Akron,"
"Third Rate Romance" and "Late
Nite Radio."

01 tv

said, "We're going to run, we got
to play our own style. But whoever
plays "the best is going to win."
Phil Abney, New Mexico's junior
forward said, "We're going to have
to go out and do our best."
The Lobo· Titan game will be
aired live over KOB-TV at 4 p.m.
Saturday and will also be carried
live by KOB radio.

The Lobos will return to
Albuquerque Saturday night.
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In Preparation For AIAW Finals

Fem Gymnasts Host Regionals
By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Writer
~
Nine women's gymnastics teams
..:I from the Southwest converge on the
~ University of New Mexico today
Q ·and Saturday for the 1978 AIAW
' 8 Regionals to be sponsored by the
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UNM's women's gymnastic team.
competing for a spot at the 1978
The schools, Arizona State, women's final to be held in Seattle;
Arizona, Colorado State, the Wash. March 31- April I.
University of Colorado, the
New Mexico women's coach
University of Northern Colorado, Claudia Thomas said, "This meet is
Utah State, Utah, Tex11s-El Paso comparable to the WAC meet and
and host New Mexico wil be .precedes the women's nationals."
Thomas said UNM was chosen as
the site for the 1978 regionals
.because UTEP, the school
previously scheduled to host the
meet, had not finished construction
of its new facility.
All action will take place at

out to get the wild card slot which
will send a team to nationals."
"Arizona State and Utah,"
Thomas continued, "should fight it
out for first place. They both have
team members which have competed in national' and international
competition. It will be a four way
fight for third place between Utah
State, UNC, Arizona and UNM,"
Commenting on her squad,
Thomas said, "It's really nice
because we have nine women of
equal ability. In the floor exercises,
we have Marilyn Wilson..In the
balance beam we have Dianne
Frew, Tammy Custodi, and Linda
Cage. On the bars we have Amy
Williamson, and Rachel Hernandez, and in the vaulting we have
"We're really looking forward to Amy."
this tournament. and the comThomas said the team is healthy
petition," Lobo golf coach He'iiry except for Wilson who has been
Sandles said. "It should be a tough slowed by a torn stomach muscle.
tournament all the way aro~nd."
Thomas said though, that her
performance should be unhampered.

Johnson Gym both days. Today
beginning at 2 p.m., the team
vaulting and balance beam routines
will take place. Then tonight at
7:30, the team uneven parallel bars
and floor exercise routines will be
held. '
Saturday night at 7:30, the individual competition will take place
with the top 10 women in each
event competing for the individual
title.
Thomas said, "We're real excited
about hosting this meet. We will be

''BACK WHEN ·1 WAS IN SCHOOL MY
BASEBALL COACH TOLD ME THAT SdMEDAY
THERE'D BE ALESS FILLING BEER.
ALSO TOLD ME TO TRY OUT FOR GLEE CLUB!'

Women Compete
J

Satardav, April I., 8:00p.m.
.lohn•on Gvmna•lam
Reserved Seats $7.00 & $6.00
Auailable at allllcketmaster l..ocalk>no:
UNM SUB and Popejoy HaU Box Offtcees
AI LP. Gaodbuy and Genl!nil Store Locations
1-LCook In Wiruock and Can<4man In Santa Fe

TONIGHT

'
The UNM women linkers will
travel to Austin, TX., March 17-19
to compete iri the Betsy Rawls
Invitational Golf tournament.
Seventeen teams will be ·competing in this tournament and they
include Arizona Stat.;, Florida,
Houston Baptist, Kansas, Miami,
Tulsa, Oklahoma, Arizona, and
host Texas .
The women linkers a few· weeks
ago played in the Arizona Invite
and place third out of fifteen top
collegiate golf teams.
The Lobo women will have some
tough competition to contend with.
At press time these were the golfers
qualifying for the trip to UT:
Seniors Nancy Romero, and
Barbara Berry, sophomore Cindy
Kelliher, freshmen Patti Curtiss
and Sherri Chandler.

Marv Throneberry
Baseball Legend

Baseball Team
Hits the Road

Coming off a double header and balls for the West Coast as the
sweep over New Mexico State by Lobo nine takes on San Diego State
scores of 3-0 and 14-7, Tuesday the March 13 and 14. On March 15,
5-1 UNM baseball team of head Cappelli's sluggers meet Cal. Statecoach Vince Cappelli hits the road Fullerton and later that night UNM
over the spring break, ~fter hosting · travels to Los Angeles to play
the University of Denver Saturday UCLA.
The Lo bos close out their West
at the Sports Stadium in a double
Coast
swing on March 16 by
header beginning at I p.m.
The Lobos then pack their bats playing the University of California
at Irvine and Chapman College.
The 'Pack then returns home on
March 18 to host Colorado State at
the Sports Stadium at 5 p.m.
Lobo golf coach Dwaine Knight could not of asked for better weather followed by the University of Iowa
than the sunny skies that gleamed across the UNM South Golf Course
at 7:30p.m.
Wednesday.
The Lobo men are qualifying for their upcoming tournament which will
be held in Fresno, Ca., March 17-18.
"It's been a few years since we've competed in this tournament," said
Knight. "I don't know if we're ready to win. This tournament is good for
us because we'll be playing teams from the Northeast as well as the Southwest, and the teams that are also competing in the NCAA tournament.''
Coach Knight went on to say that the tournament would be a great
experience for the team because they will see the type of golf course they'll
have to play on in Eugene, Ore., later in the year.
"It's a good opportunity to play all types of golf courses and we'll be
playing such teams as UCLA, Oregon, Oregon State, Stanford, host The University of New Mexico's
radio station, KUNM has been
Fresno State, Utah, BYU, USC, Washington, and Arizona State."
The Lobo linkers traveling to Fresno were still qualifying at press time, granted a contract by the NCAA to
but the following golfers make up the eleven member team: Lobo captain air live the NCAA Western
·Mitch Mooney, Mark Pelletier, Jeff McMillen, Curt Byrum, Chris Regional Tournament, KUNM
Nordling, Mike Dobbs, Cecil Sandles, Bill Lester, Knox Wright, Ron sport's director Andy Nisito anStelton, John Fields, and Joe Stensberry.
nounced Wednesday.
"This week All-Ameriqm Mitch Mooney has played well and very Both games on Thursday and the
consistent," Knight said. "Our weaknesses in Hawaii were in our short championship game Saturday night
game and that's what we've worked on a lot."
will be carried by KUNM, 90.1 FM.

Golfers to California

., '

KUNM
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Games
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(After 3:00p.m. only)

Main Floor

Ne\v ~Iexico lJnion Food Service
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The Deli now has
Hamburgers
and Cheeseburgers
Grilled to
y'ourorder

"
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·I

Todo._y's Special
Cheese mob_y Lob
Fries
Lorge Coke
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SUPER TUNE ..UPS, $10, you buy parts. Bob 26S·

4054, 265-3225.

03/20
HANG GLIDER: SEAGULL SEA.HAWK, good

SPECIAL
COLLEOTIONSN

.

COildi~Jon, ijXc;cJient intermediate kite, 268-1522.

03/20
SKJS.:.K-2 !SO's, bindings, poles. Boots--Formula 1~
size 7 0, ftems brand new. Call 247-0497 9 am to 5
pm; 243-0730 after·6 pm.
03/21

Classlfleds

Monday, March 20,1978

EMPLOYMENT

EXPERIENCED WAITRESS WANTED. Good
wages, medium tips, nights and weekends. See Frank
at Roy's Place, 5914 Central, 266-7807. Must be 21.

03/13
TOPLESS DANCERS AND projectionists needed.
Flexible hours, Apply Kiva Theater 1202Central SW, ·

242-2463.

PERSONALS

CONTACfS??1

stamps or $1.25 plus name aRd address label or
som(jthing similar to CV, Box 41771, Chicago, 60641.

POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.

Casey Optical Company. 255-8736
ACCURATE

tfn

JNFORMATION ABOUT con-

traception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171.
04/28
DO YOU SMELL a rat? Call the LOBO News Tip
Hotline, 277-l6l6.
03/10
WHY PAY S3.2S for a movie ticket when you could
pay $2,50? General Cinema Corp. discount tickets
a"Vailable soon.
03/10
HELD OVER!! "ACTS of Passion" will run again
March 9 & toll This is your last chance to see 6
provocative one-acts in UNM's EX:perimental
Theatre. Tickets at the Fine Arts Box Orfice, 03/10

03/20
TYPING 1ST QUALITY, 883-7787,
tfn
FOR SALE BY 23rd Street Runs Into HeaveR Books.
K. Pathcen ' 4See You In The Morning" 18:50. J.
Levy HSurrealism" 65. Man Ray "Alphabet For
Adults" 275. H. Miller "Book Of Friends" 32.50.
Fine editions located for thC collector. 843-6396 after
noon Monday-Friday; all day Saturday.
03/10

GREATTYPINGI266-39l3.

03131

4. HOUSING
1'\partment. Twin or double beds, $185. Varsity
House, 141 ColumbiaSE.
. 03/10

Hour ..• cvery Friday from 5:30 to 7:30.
03/10
GUITAR LESSONS. FOLK, Classical, rock & jazz.
E:<perienced teacher. Call Marc, 247-8158.
tfn
PlANO AND RECORDER lessons by experienced
tfn
teacher. Call Linda, 247-8158.
YES! THE POSH BAGEL won its fight with the
Parks & Recreation Dept. We can have a coed softball team. Please come to the Posh today to register.
lf you want to play softball this year with the Posl1
Bagel Soflball Team you MUST register today!
Please, please stop In today--don't delay. City
registration fee $15 per person. See Ed at the Posh,
2216 Central.
03/10

2.

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.

277-5?07.
ss
FOUND ABSOLUTELY ADORABLE black puppy.
Since noone has claimed her she must find a new
home soon. Call266-0252.
. 03/10
FOUND IN UNIVERSITY area about mid-February.
Large, male puppy. So big he may have SL. Bernard in
him. Shaggy brown, wiih black face. Please claim

03/10
WARM FIREPLACE, LOVELY 3 bedroom, fenced
yard. Patio, kids, $175.262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30

fee.
03/10
BIKE TO SCHOOL. Four cozy rooms, fenced for
kids and pets. $100. 262-1751. Valley Rentals, $30
~

WIO

TWO FEMALES WANTED to share nice, 3
bedroom house. Non-smoking. Close to UNM.

ASAP 268-0183 after 5.

Ol/10
ROOMY 1 BR, furnished, utilities paid, SIBS. 116
Harvard SE, 898-1254.
03/21
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Share spacious
2-bdrm. 2-blocks from UNM. 266-4160, or256-3902,

03/22
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Tired of cooking and
cleaning? Need a place to live for spring term? Come
to tile College Inn, 303 Ash NE, 243·2881.
03/10

5.

FORSALE

excellent condition, $600. Call266-8142.

03/22

FOUND: SET OF KEYS on UNM Bookstore sleps-·
south entrar~cc. Check in tlleir office.
03/20

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system, Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholaslic. Charts & tables. 345-2125,
04/29

2ll-6830 9am-6pm,

CHEAP WATERBEDSI WATER Irips 589.95 buys
you 1) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comfort pad, 4) any size mattress with 3-year
guarantee; S89.9S. 3407 Central NE, 255·2289. 04/04
ADDRESS AND STUFF envelopes at home. S800
per month possible, Offer--details, send name to:
Triple ~<S". 699-E9 Highway 138, Pinon Hills, CA

92372.

Hallen's, 843~9378.

$10 Allergan Kit $3.50
c .. lllur t..... llfllt ... "fl hard
"oft. nr

MPG's. 243-0888.

bulletins, leases, appraisals, legal, medical. Call266-

Needs work. Best offer. Cal1247-190l after 5:00.

03/22
FOR SALE 2 TICKETS lo the LOBO game in

TYPIST.

IBM

Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable rates. 298-7147.

03/10
EDliORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance,

'

03/27

PLEASE NOTE ADDRESS Box no. correction and
put PYRAMID POWER to work for you with a
PyraiTlid Power Hat. No one knows why 'pyramid
power works, but it does. Improve learning ability,
learn to relax and energize yourself. lnstruc·
tion/stJggestions included. Send 99c plus two 13c

Tempe. Caii2S.S-4982 between l 1 & 2.

NIKORMAT FTN,

lOmm

n.4

-

present

255-8 736'

.

~'''''''~'''''''''''~

Arab Student
Club
Dinner
(middle east food)

Cultural Show
Dance

March 11,1978
in the

03/IO

lens, $169,95.

255·1691:

Subway Station
6-12 pm
admission $2.00

TO DAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

45 Throws off
the tracks
1. Result of a
47 lndy-500
KO punch
participants
5 Not hidden • 48 Boding evil
1 o Follows for
49 Macaroni
payment
dough
14 "Not on50 Trombone
---'"
part
16 Eyelashes
53 Japanese
16 Gr. goddess
coin
of war
54 Push
17 Strike
58 Astronauts'
violently
milieu: 2
18 Amateur
words
film efforts:
61 American
2words
Indian
20 Church
62 ----in the
council
wood
22 Moon vehi63 Speed comcle, for short
petitions
23 Saying
64 Elysium
24 No.Amer.
65 French
snake
father
26 Encountered 66 Ur.able to
by chance
move
27 "----- -67 Wrest
ease": Army
order
DOWN
30 Elaborate
presenta1 Vehicles
lion
2 Comply
34 Slow down
3 Signify
35 Arizona city
4 Legal man
36 Garland
SAlas!
37 Orderly
6 Shrinking
38 Defraud
------:Shy
40 Hole in the,
person
ground
\
7 "·---- Gan41 WW-11 initry"
tials
80xhlde
42 Most imporstrap
tan!
9 Scottish cap
43 Beetle

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

''

By DOLORES WOOD
LOBO Staff Writer
Shopkeepers in Coronado Center
pay approximately $200,000 more
in taxes than shopkeepers in
Win.rock Center, even though
Wtiirock is nine acres larger than
Coronado.
The difference is thatWinrock is
owned by UNM - a· tax-exempt
entity and therefore Winrock
Enterprizes must pay taxes only on
improvements (the buildings) on
the land.
The land on which Coronado
Center is located is owned mostly
by the Dale Bellamah Corp. and by
Ernest W. Hahn and is rented to
individual shopkeepers. Some of
the larger department stores such as
the Broadway and Sears own the
land they occupy. The shopkeepers
renting land pay improvement taxes
individually.
Winrock sits on about 93 acres
(excluding the medical center), •
while Coronado occupies aobut 84
acres. For 1977, C,oronado paid
about $611,000 in taxes, but
Winrock paid about $401,000.
The tax status of land owned by a
tax-exempt entity like UNM and
being rented to a nonexempt entity,
private business, had been uncertain until at least 197 6. During
that year an amendment to state
law specified that taxes on taxexempt land rented by nonexempt
entities were to be paid only on
improvements.
Prior to the amendment, taxes
were already being charged on the
improvements. But the law
exempting lessees of land owned by
a tax-exempt entity from land taxes
was unclear. The law could have
been construed to mean the lessees
did not have to pay any taxes at all,
including those on improvements.
Taxation on the improvements had
not been challenged in court, but
state official feared that if
challenged, the tax would be ruled
invalid.
On the other side, private attorney Hugh Muir argued in· the
January 1973 New Mexico Law
Review that the vagueness in the

Jaw could have been interpreted to
mean .that nonexempt entities on
exempt land should pay not only
improvement taxes but also land
taxes.
He said that because the exempt
land was being used for a
nonexempt purpose, the lessee
should be required to pay the same
taxes those who rent from any
private firm.
In an interview Muir said UNM is
competing with private industry by
renting land with a tax advantage
for a nonexempt purpose.
Rep. T. E. Brown, !;>-Chaves,
sponsored the J976 amendment
making the tax on improvements
Jaw,
"In the original law, a lease-hold
interest (holding a lease to some
property) was not taxable," Brown
said. "The purpose of the bill
(amendment) was to make clear
what was and wasn't taxable when
the title to the property was not
taxable."
He admitted, however, that even
(cont. op page 81.
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LOBO pholo by Roy Donon•lll•

Winrock Shopping Center. Shopkeepers on this UNM-owned land pay about $200,000 less than
shopkeepers at Coronad_o Center. The mason • • Winrock sits on tax-exempt land.
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10 Dedicate
11 Military
squad
12 Russian

40 Arrogant
4 2 Track star
44 Stone:
Suffix
~·nayu
46 ·-----camp
13 Mediocre
47 Ray Bolger,
19 Greek letter
for one
21 Pops
49-W.Can.
25 Sound of
river
derision
50 No ----: Not
possible:
26 The--··---:
Slang
Golf event
27 Overfed
51 Small sled
28 Banal
52 Where
29 Warmth of
Caesar rode
desire
53 lime period
30 Legume
55 Presage
31 Winged
56 Boy's name
32 Noway
57 Scepter
33 Layers
59 Hindu title
35 Chess
60 Approx.
pieces
cost
39 Pronoun

Committee

A UNM professor's office
was broken into over spring
broak and dBComtsd· with a
gold pot, a shsmprock, the Blarney Stone and a gf'fHin throne.
The
decorations
wore
discovered on Friday, St.
Patrick's day in Prof. Robert
Lawronco's office. '

ldlenes

II

cropic:
(fjild GJJevelopment in c.Amerlca /!f> in tfLe c.Kibbutz
'

1lf lfruH!!JJ Ud@ii~Jw M~~«dm \Iii>~ lilm 11 1g(@> (@>,m
~lll!!J li !i@illll h~~((n'fffi)
$2.50 GE'NERAL PUBLIC/$1.25 STUDENTS

Tickets On Sale Now at the Popejoy & SUB Box Offices
& all Ticket master Locations
\,.

esets D· Home
Blamed for Fall Riot
By BILL ROBERTSON

BETtiL

•

l
Professor's
Office Hit
Over Break

~ ASUNM Speakers

y

tl'1.

lo·n~o-.

Lomas at W asltington

Nikormat FT2, 50mm f2 lens, Sl89.95. Nikor PC
35mm f2.8 lens, $174.95, 105mm f2.5 lens, $134.95.
l35mm f.28 lens, $1-39.95. Moior drive for F2 S47S.
Nikonos, $149.95. Trades accepted. Wilson Camera,
3107 Central NE.
03/10
164 CHE.VY BELAIR, 4--door
body,
motor
good
1
condition, good mileage, new tires, needs brakes.
S250 or best offt:r. Ca11277-4488.
03/20

C£xperiment
m ']ew'i~h <=Learning

•nil

rnn/ drwr II! I 11\l'lt flt•t<J!l ()ru;.: I

03/20

SINGER FUTURA TOP of the line. Slightly used but
Slill under warranty. Has push button bobbin winder,
blindhcms, does computerized buttonholing. Also
has hundreds of fancy stitches. Regularly $800, now

~~·1111

Casey Optical Co.

BUY THEM NOW, white T-shirts only, 2 for 1.75 at
California Fashion Oullct, 2318 Central SE, across
from campus. 266·6872.
03/10

WATERBED: MATTRESS, FRAME, pedestal,
liner, $125. 268-8536, 881-3874.
03/14
1972 SUPERBEETLE, SUNROOF, AM/FM S-

Lnr'l~

SPECIAL

tfn

4770.
PROFESSIONAL

03/10
Selecoric.

03/20

YES! THE POSH BAGEL won its fight with the
Parks & Recrealion Dept. We can have a coed sof·
tballteam. Please come to the Posh today to register.
If you want to play softball this year With the Pash
Bagel Softball Team you MUST register today!
Please, please stop in toda)'.. ·don't delay. City
registration fee SlS per person. See Ed at the Posll,
2216 Central.
03/10

03/13

TYPING EXPERIENCED. MANUSCRIPTS,

now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268·8515".
tfn

03/24

MISCELLANEOUS

8.

BICYCLES: NEW SHIPMENT of ISO Bertin
bicycles. Pre-season sale prices, $189 and up. R.C.

$150 cash. 294-8755.
03/20
HARMONY 5-STRING BANJ0.$60. 268·2019after
l pm.
03/10
FLUTE. ARTLEY. $150.247-3583,268-4810, 03/10
1969 VOLKSWAGON SQUAREBACK automatic.

KlNKCVS TYPING SERVICE (IBM seleclrlc) and

See ad under
03/20

7 • TRAVEL

track, bike and ski racks. Excellent condition, great

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare Now,
Call PENM 842-5200.
tfn
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4567.
03/31

265-1164.

possible. Any age or location.
Miscellaneous. Triple .. 5'',

v\.Jl"'ll\.v 1

(home),

'

UNM

available! Eurailpasses, travel information at JTC,

allowed, no lease. 262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.

PIMENTEL GRAND CONCERT. Made 1972,

SET OF KEYS in Room 104 Marron Ha:tl.
ldcntiry and claim in Room lO.S Marron Hall. 03/22
LOST: H1 MONTH WHITE puppy, 317178, near
Princeton and Silver SE. No collar. Please call Dennis
Jackson, 277·3136.
03/2D

Ju5l cast ol Cenrol & Girard, nt>11

TWO WOMEN SEEK third to share house near
BCMC. Call266-0310.
03/08 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - CHARTER FLIGHTS
NE, 2 BEDROOM, $125, large yard, kids, pets INTERNATIONAL

him. Weekdays, 842-2380, (Mrs. Black), or 299-9452
FOUND~

March 13· MONDAY
11• 8:00pm
PLACE: 3011 MonteVista NE

DATE:
TIME:

ADDRESS ENVELOPES AT home. SBOO per month

loveyoiJl Love, Willy.

LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S through the Happy

OPENINGS FOR' FULL-TIME work in 8. production
craft-shop near UNM for persons adept in nonrcpresentatlonar design, and able to use woodworking
tools. Send resume with your design or craft
background to PO Box4974, Albuquerque87106.

BOSE"'"

WOMEN, MEN START your summer job during
spring break. Start your own busineSs downtown.
Stalls Sl/hour. You name the business and tile hours.
Call 242-6166, 298·6046. Downtown Bazaar Fourth
and Central.
03/JO

ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
04/28

ONE BLOCK UNM, deluxe one bedroom furnished

HEY TOOTS. YOUR house is burningdown •.• but ya
know you'll have a Happy 20th. Love, Jeff.
03/10

PART-TIME JOBS BARTENDERS and waitresses
for catering dinners and receptions, On call basis.
Experience preferred but not required, Apply in
, person Thursday and Friday between 1:30 & 3:30pm
with the New Mexico Union Food Service in tile
Student Union Building.
03/10

Come blow your mind and exercise your
eardrtims with a 20-minute multimedia
presentation that could change the
entire way you think about stereo.
A question and answer period led by
a qualified stereo specialist follows
the presentation.

03/21

DEADEYE! HAPPY BIRTHDAY Babel I really
03/10

03/10

--iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDiii•

,. in rock Profits From UN

Free Showing!
Speakers & Spaces

COUPLES SUMMER WORK, Gallup KOA
Kampground, Housing plus salary, 863-5021. 03/14
SELF-MOTIVATED PEOPLE to sell display advertising for N.M. Dai~ lOBO. Must have car ..
Come by Marron Hall, Room 133,
tfn

.- -

R~~!0?1 J;ax-Free Land

03/14

OVERSEAS JOBS··SUmmcr/year·round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500-$'1200
monthly, expenses paid, sight seeing. Free information. Write; BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept. N3,
Berkeley; Ca, 94704.
03/10
PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE students· only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs, old •
Apply in person 1 no phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, .SS16 Menaul NE.
Ol/10

Classified Advertising Is located in
~arr.on Hall, Rm. 105. Open 8:30 a.r:o.
to 4:30p.m., Monday through Friday.,
Rates are: to run an ad 4 days or lees
.costs 15C 8 woi'd per. day; an ad pl~ced
5 days or more consecutively costs·9c
:a )Nord per day.
·
NOON-Is the deadline to place an ad
lnnexfday

1.

-=fifRMIS . . .

PART-TIME JOB; Sales, flexible hours; good pay.
PosSible fuU~time for summer. Call; Phil Franczyk,

.c.L.U., 883-5360.

Amnesty International will
meet Tuesday at 7t30 p.m. ih
the Honors Center. Anyone interested is welcome to attend.

DAILY--

BICYCLES!! OIJR AZUKJ bicycles are here.
Regular retail, $l.S9.9S. Now $129,95! ZS yr. fmme
warranty. Cotterless Crank. The Bike Shop, 811 Yale
SE. (Next to Quarters Lounge) 842·9100.
03/21

6.

· ew Mexico

A resident of the Bema/il/o County Detention Center lies on his bunk. Officials say their inability to
keep the children "f?,usy" Is the most prosSing problem at the center,

LOBO Staff Writer
The most pressing problem at the Bernalillo County Detention Center,
scene of a riot last October, is keeping the occupants.busy, says D-Home
Director Steve Sims.
Inactivity is blamed for the "disturbance" which occurr.ed on Octobe~ ~5,
1977 in the girls' wing of the detention center. Accordmg to an official
report, a fight involving two of the girls in the home t~at night quickly
mushroomed into a disturbance which could not be contamed by the three
staff members on duty. They summoned the Albuquerque Police, who
arrived in four separate cars. The officers, who arrived to see the girls
ramming their cell doors with bed frames, took action. They sprayed mace
into the cubicles where the girls were holed up, then took the subdued
females to the police station downtown. When the cell doors were repaired
the next day, the girls were returned to the D-Home.
The problem then, which has been aggravated lately by construct.ion .at the
home is an in"ability of the authorities to keep the children, rangmg m age
up to 'n, busy. Available activities include watching television, playing pool
or ping-pong, cleaning the facilities or working in the 8't~ and crafts \oom.
Very little, if any, outside or phy~ical activity is ava,; .. t•le to th~ ch1I~re n
becasue of "security risks." lnterraction between the sexes IS stnct 1 Y
regulated and a daily regimen of duties is religiously adhered to.
Children arrive at the D-Home after being charged with a crime, or under
other circumstances such as running away from home. Most are "status
offenders " or those who have been charged with non-delinquent offense.s.
These indlude running away from home or being called incorrigible, or
anything that, if an adult were charged with it, would not be comidered ,
tcont. Ofl page 31
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